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The blues is not only a musical form, it is a vivid record of the agony
of the Negroes. The blues ha^developed into various sytles and has had a
far reaching influence on today's pop music, particularly 'rock 'n' roll'. Y e t
it had a humble beginning.
The origin of the Blues
The blues began as vocal music, with its origins deep in heart of the
work songs and field hollers of the black slaves in America. After the freeing
of the slaves in 1865, the work songs, the •ield hollers mixed with other
European music. The blues emerged.
But how did the blacks'from Africa come to arrive in America and
become slaves? The moving of Africian slaves to other countries began as
early as the fifteenth century, but the first group of slaves to land in America
was brought to the state of Virginia by the Dutch in 1619. Over the next
250 years, one million slaves were imported to North America.
With the blacks slavery days in America came the work songs and field
hollers. The work song was one of the earliest types o f black America music
and was strongly influenced iDy the type of music the blacks had learned in
Africa. For many Africans, the drum was their main musical instrument.
The African music had a strong rhythmic sense. In Africa, ther has always
been a close relationship between spoken language and the playing of the
drum. Drummers could copy the rhythm and intonation of speech. In African
wrestling, for example, drummers would tag out comments to the fighters
with the drum. However, the drum was banned in many states lest the slaves
use the driKn to communicate messages t o each other and start a rebeUion.
But the traditional African habit of singing t o accompany work did not w o r r y
the slave owners because it helped the slaves to work hard. The songs sung
to accompany work were known as work songs.
The work songs usually included a can-and-response pattern of singing.
One man would sing the verse and the entire group would reply with the
chorus. Though the drum was banned, the rhythmic sense of African music
was retained. Thus the work songs were sung rhythmically in time w i t h
whatever work they were doing to ease boredom. In Africa, people used
varying vocal tones, often involving growls and cries and falsetto, instead
of the pure tone favoured by the classically trained singers of Europe. These
ways of singing were also adopted by the slaves singing the work songs.
The work songs were sung extensively on the plantation farms during
the days of slavery- The slaves usually sang about their work, particularly
picking cotton crops. They sometirr^s used the songs purely to express the
way they felt about life in general, including the complaint of the way
they were overworked. In one work song, the slaves were singing:
"Well captain, captain, you mus' be blin', look at yo' watch, see ain't
it quittin' time ？
Well captain, captain, how can it be ?
Whistles keep a-blowjn', you keep a-workin' me."
The field holler was sung by a person working alone rather than in a
group. It consisted of a long wavering one-or two-line call, often in falsetto.
It was used by individuals while working in the cotton fields to communicate
with other slaves working in nearby fields. The slaves w o u l d holler in African
languages, so that they would be understood by f e l l o w slaves, but not by
the white overseers.
In 1865, the Emancipation of the slaves came as a result of a civil war
between the northern and southern states of America — a war in which the
south was finally defeated. The day of freedom arrived. But when it came,
it did not seem to make much difference. The ex-slaves still had no jobs,
nor decent homes and schools. Most of them were involved in the same k i n d
'of agricultural work as they had been as slaves. However, they did have more
free time and were no longer subjected to the strict control of the slaveowners. During this period, their music developed rapidly. They modified
this music with their work songs and fields hollers. A n d this is the origin
of the blues.

The.Spirit of the blues:
as a vivid record of the agony of the Negroes
The blues emerged in order t o express the personal feelings of the singer.
The circumstances of the Negroes were so harsh ttiat the singers' feeling was
usually tragic. Thus, the blues is a vivid record of tfie agony of the Negroes.
This can be shown by the musical characteristics and the lyrics of the blues.
The musical characteristics of the blues depicted the harsh life of the
Negores. The blues has always been an improvised music, that is, the musician
makes up the melodies as he is playing. This may reflect the fact that the
Negroes were actually illiterate and did not have formal training in music.
Therefore they d i d riot know how t o write their music down with musical
notations. The black musicians and singers learned the music by listening
to others. When they sing or play music, they improvise rather than read
music from a musical score. As blues musician Ma nee Lipscomb put it:
"1 been playing the git-tar now 'bout forty-nine years and then I started
out by myself, just heard it and learned it
I didn't know any notes,
just played by ear".
The Negroes also use instruments which have a vocal quality t o imitatehuman voice. The guitar is one of the instruments which has this vocal
quality. While playing the guitar they bend strings to obtain an emotionally
expressive wailing and whining effect. They also sing with a harsh voice to
express their feelings. With the wailing musical instrument and the harsh
voice, the Negroes tell us their tragic stories. The sound brings out all the
feeling of the ghetto.
Besides the musical characteristics of the blues, the lyrics of the blues also
depict the sorrow of the blacks and the attitudes of black people to an
obviously prejudicial white society. In a song called 'Poor man's blues'
blues' recorded in 1928 by Bessie Smith, the lyrics go like t h i s : .
"Mister rich man, rich man, open up your heart and mind
Give
the poor man a chance, help stop these hard, hard times. While you're
living in your mansion, you don't know what hard times mean
Poor
working man's w i f e is starving, your wife is living like a queen".
With the passage of time, the blues developed into different styles.
The post-war blues was termed r h y t h m and blues.
The influence of the blues on rock 'n' roll
Rhythm and blues provided a basis for rock 'n' roll and later development in and rock music. In the 1950s, white youngsters began to buy the
black rhythm and blues records, and even danced madly to them in record
shops. These white youngsters found in rhythm and blues a raw excitement.
Soon, a white disc jockey called Alan Freed started a white radio programme
featuring rhythm and blues. He finaify called it 'rock 'n' roil party', probably
because many of the rhythm and blues lyrics talked of 'rocking' and 'rolling',
which were both references to sex. The response to his programme was
fantastic. However, the blues elements were still to strong for the white
audiences. Therefore, the white musicians copied the rhythm and blues
recordings in a manner more suited to the white audiences. From the mid1950s onwards, rock'n' roll has taken over the pop music industry. The
blues declined.
In the late 1960s, the blues revival was brought about by a host of rock
stars whose music was rooted in the blues. The music played by these rock
stars (including Peter Green, Eric Clapton, and Mick Taylor of the Rolling
Stones) was called blues rock which was a mixture of the blues and rock
music.
Nowadays, the blues is still sung by many blues rock singers/guitarists,
though the style may be sHghtly different frpm the traditional blues of the
blacks. And more important is that the spirit of the blues remains and is
continued by its offspring-rock music. Rock singers keep on us^ng a harddriving vocabulary to voice their feeling about the world. They keep on
keep on singing about social injustice, war, crumbling establishments, and
the suffering of the powerless minority. Rock has become the blues of our
generation.
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